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Press release : X-RIS, the team comes first !

Herstal, October 2020
X-RIS (X-Ray Imaging Solutions) gives the opportunity to the whole operational Team to invest in the society, in
order to share interest in the results and to maintain the incredible living Team Spirit .
Nicolas Poelst, co-founder and managing director, explains : « from the very beginning of our activities, the human is
in the center of all concerns. The pursuit of « win-win » is behind each of our actions. It requires energy, but is crucial
for the success of a company. Today, at X-RIS, it goes through the opening of the capital.
Stéphane Fabry, COO and responsible for setting up this operation, testify : « Today, 15 colleagues have already
answered the call ! That’s a very good proof of their confidence in our industrial project. The company’s capital is
owned by 20 people, all directly involved in the project.
Pierre-Emmanuel Rigot, technician, and Thibault Maquet, commercial director, both shareholders, specify : « Beyond
financial aspects, it is a strong gesture that underlines our personal involvement in the project on a daily, but also longterm basis ».
Damien Koch, property manager and R&D Manager, insists that it is important to be able to rely on a team and to it,
given the very high specificity of our activities and our know-how.
Despite the COVID crisis, X-RIS maintains a growing turnover, and will grant a first dividend to all its Liège-based
employee shareholders.

About X-RIS :
Founded in 2009, X-RIS is a company based in Herstal, near
Liège, that develops portable and stationary X-ray systems for
quality control in aerospace industries (foundries, 3D
printings, composite materials, flyable structure, …) oil & gaz,
shipyards, … X-RIS is also active in the security market, in the
framework of demining, customs, special forces and forensic
services. Strong prestigious references such as SAFRAN,
TOTAL, the FBI, Civil Security, Airbus, Ariane, COMAC, ..., X-RIS
now has 22 people in its team, two-thirds of whom are
engineers and technicians. The success of X-RIS is mainly
based on the development and supply of high-tech systems
with very user-friendly hardwares and softwares interfaces.
To ensure the proper functioning of its R&D projects, X-RIS would quickly want to hire a computer engineer specialized
in network solutions developments.
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